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The 35 year old Danish saxophone player and composer Lars Møller has released 7 CD’s in his own name with NHØP, Jimmy Cobb, Billy Hart og John Abercrombie and others. He has performed with his in Europe, China, New Zealand, Australia, Hong Kong and at the Blue Note in New York. After living in New York for a number of years Lars Møller has successfully assimilated several years of work with the highly emotional music of India into a distinctive lyrical and forceful personal expression, that today marks him as a leading musical figure in Scandinavia. From 1995 to 2001 Lars Møller Group with Jacob Christoffersen (pno), Thomas Ovesen (bass), and Ole Theill (tabla and drums) released 5 albums - including "Kaleidoscope”, that was awarded a GRAMMY in 2000 for best Jazz-CD in Denmark. The folloup CD “Centrifugal” (Stunt Records) was reased in july 2001.

Besides his work as a bandleader he has has played/recorded with Jimmy Cobb Group, Hermeto Pascoal, Martial Solal, Maria Schneider, Jerry Bergonzi, Lars Jansson and various Danish artists. As a composer and soloist he has worked with leading Danish and European orchestras including European Broadcasting Union Big Band and Copenhagen Philharmonic Orchestra. Awards includes The Danish Grammy for best CD 2000, The JASA award 2000 and the honorary prize from The Danish Jazz, Beat and Folk Composers Society in 1998. His education includes BFA in jazz from New School 1989, New York and for several prolonged periods he studied the classical music of India on the “Shenei” (New Delhi 1989-93).

Lineup for tours i 2002 TBA.

Following Lars Møller Groups successful performance at The Blue Note in New York, October-1999, The Blue Note released the following press release:
 “ The appearance of the Lars Møller Group last night as part of the Danish Wave ’99 Festival at a packed Blue Note demonstrated that indeed, jazz is alive and well not only in America but in Denmark as well. Leading his excellent ensemble which included Jacob Christoffersen ( piano  keyboards ), Thomas Ovesen (bass), and Ole Theill (drums and tabla), Mr Møller gave confirmation that he is truly a “player” in every sense of the word and gave verification as to why he is considered among Scandinavia’s finest musicians. While fluent in the traditions of American jazz, Møller showed he could be fresh and innovative in his original compositions through incorporation of Nordic themes and East-Indian rhythms. We look forward to hawing him back...”

Press quotations from CD releases
“Once the quartet came out and started playing, they ( audience) got quiet and were totally into the music, heads nodding to the Nordic-Indo-bebop of Lars Møller Group with drummer/tabla player Ole Theill” - Down Beat, May 2000
 “Pure delight for the ears. The very essence of the so-called lyrical Nordic sound mixed with sizzling funk, incredibly beautiful ballads, and a rare devil-may-care courage.”- Peter Nørgaard, Ekstra Bladet 1998.
“Kaleidoscope is another victory for the fine saxophonist, who in of spite assimilating with the Indian tradition still stands as a true jazz musician.”- Jørgen Siegumfeldt, Berlingske Tidende 1998.
“There is an exceptional kind of intimacy between the four of them… its inner cogency makes it some of the most beautiful I’ve heard him play in a long time.”- Thorbjørn Sjøgren, Politiken 98.
“Lars Møller and his group are something quite unique. One does not only sense a technical superiority underneath, it is also clear that this is a band that plays exceptionally well together.”- The Musician 1998.
 “It is a beautiful and clarified CD …filled with integrity…. A team of musicians, that have an almost telepathic relation” - Jazz Special 1998.
“The group creates a compelling vortex of Indian rythms.. with Lars Møller’s tenor gliding prettily over the drones and chords.. It’s one of those textured blends of ethnic sounds and unearthly noise that European Jazz Musicians do so well.” - Cadenca 1998.
“A perfect soundscape” - Jazzpodium 1997. 
“Exiting mix of jazz and Indian influences.. mature and thoughtful throughout.. one of the most interesting saxophone players in Scandinavia… New Nordic jazz with a personal touch.” - Orchestra Journal 1997.
“Among the best productions of Nordic Music of today” - Jazz and Around, 1997.
“Music with the right balance.. supreme in his instrumental control..” - Politiken 1997.
“Melodic poetry.. catchy themes.. journey of emotions in a sparkling universe.” - Aktuelt 1997.
“One of the most interesting instrumentalists in Denmark… ..
music  that transmits peace, thoughtfulness” - Berlingske Tidende 1996.
“Moller is a  tenorist to the core with a nice ready tone….
Keep an ear cocked for Lars Møller.”  - Cadenca 1990.
..tunes are marked by the same impressive maturity that marks his solos. Exceptionally fluent, highly inventive and swinging solos. In addition, he has the vital ingredient of  warmth, which increases the accessibility of his music…Moller is certainly someone I would expect to here much more of in the future.”- Jazz Journal international, 1989.
“This disc …shouldn’t be passed up under any circumstances.” - The Penguin Guide to Jazz.

Lars Møller CD’s:
-“Centrifugal” Stunt Records 2001. STUCD 01142
with Jacob Christoffersen, Thomas Ovesen and Ole Theill.
-“Kaleidoscope” NAXOS/JAZZ (86022-2) – Grammy Award 2000, best Jazz-CD.
with Jacob Christoffersen, Thomas Ovesen and Ole Theill.
-”Colours”, Stunt Records 1997. STUCD 19711
with John Abercrombie, Jacob Christoffersen, Thomas Ovesen and Ole Theill.
-”Circles” Stunt Records 1996. STUCD 19611
with Jacob Christoffersen, Thomas Ovesen and Ole Theill.
-”Cross Current” Stunt Records 1995. STUCD 19504 grammy-nominated.
with Carsten Dahl, Thomas Ovesen and Ole Theill
-"Pyramid" Stunt Records 1993, Grammy-nominate. STUCD 19302
 with Thomas Clausen, Jesper Lundgård and Billy Hart.
-"Copenhagen Groove" Stunt Records 1989. STUCD 18902
 with Thomas Clausen, Niels Henning Ørsted Pedersen and Jimmy Cobb.
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